ABSTRACT: Understanding the source stock of common bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus that stranded in the northern Gulf of Mexico subsequent to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill was essential to accurately quantify injury and apportion individuals to the appropriate stock. The aim of this study, part of the Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA), was to estimate the proportion of the 932 recorded strandings between May 2010 and June 2014 that came from coastal versus bay, sound and estuary (BSE) stocks. Four sources of relevant information were available on overlapping subsets totaling 336 (39%) of the strandings: genetic stock assignment, stable isotope ratios, photo-ID and individual genetic-ID. We developed a hierarchical Bayesian model for combining these sources that weighted each data source for each stranding according to a measure of estimated precision: the effective sample size (ESS). The photo-and genetic-ID data were limited and considered to potentially introduce biases, so these data sources were excluded from analyses used in the NRDA. Estimates were calculated separately in 3 regions: East (of the Mississippi outflow), West (of the Mississippi outflow through Vermilion Bay, Louisiana) and Western Louisiana (west of Vermilion Bay to the Texas−Louisiana border); the estimated proportions of coastal strandings were, respectively 0.215 (95% CI: 0.169−0.263), 0.016 (0.036−0.099) and 0.622 (0.487−0.803). This method represents a general approach for integrating multiple sources of information that have differing uncertainties.
INTRODUCTION
The explosion on the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) drilling platform on 20 April 2010 resulted in the release of millions of barrels of oil into the northern Gulf of Mexico (nGoM). Following its release, the oil spread to coastal regions of the nGoM between Florida and Louisiana (Michel et al. 2013) , areas inhabited by the western and northern coastal stocks, and a number of bay, sound and estuary (BSE) stocks of common bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus (henceforth 'bottlenose dolphins') ( Fig. 1) (Waring et al. 2015 , Vollmer & Rosel 2013 . Unusually large numbers of bottlenose dolphins were found stranded after the spill within the spill footprint, and a significant weight of evidence indicated that a large portion of these strandings were caused by exposure to petroleum-associated chemicals from the DWH spill (Venn-Watson et al. 2015a ,b, DHNRDAT 2016 . A Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA) was initiated, one aim of which was to quantify injury to bottlenose dolphins from the BSE and coastal waters of the nGoM. Part of the assessment involved using the strandings to scale the number of mortalities by stock, for those stocks for which more direct estimates of mortality from mark−recapture studies were not available (DHNRDAT 2016 , Mc Donald et al. 2017 . This requires accounting for the proportion of recorded strandings from each stock, the probability that an animal from each stock that died would strand at a given location (which differs between stocks) and the probability that a stranding at that location would be discovered and reported to the stranding network. Here, we focus only on the first question: What proportion of the recorded strandings came from each stock? The remaining questions are addressed, and an overview of the NRDA for bottlenose dolphins is given, in DHNRDAT (2016) .
Dolphins stranded in a particular location are assumed to be either from that local BSE stock or the adjacent coastal stock, as movement between BSE stocks is negligible. Satellite telemetry demonstrated that dolphins tagged within Barataria Bay (BB, Fig. 1 ) primarily remained within the Bay -and the few that entered coastal waters re mained within 1.75 km of shore (Wells et al. 2017 , this Theme Section). Strandings of offshore dolphins, including the offshore morphotype of bottlenose dolphins, are also very rare (Peltier et al. 2012 , Carretta et al. 2016 , DHNRDAT 2016 . For example, in the nGoM, 620 stranded bottlenose dolphins were examined genetically during the time of the DWH oil spill and only 2 were of the offshore morphotype. In addition, a carcass drift model constructed specifically for the north central Gulf, using high resolution bathymetry and shoreline, wind and freshwater flow data revealed that the probability that a carcass originating in waters > 20 m depth would beach was <1% (DWH MMIQT 2015) . Therefore, our main question for each BSE was: What proportion of the stranded animals were from that BSE and what proportion were from the adjacent coastal stock? To help address this question, 4 sources of information were available, each on a different but overlapping subset of the stranded animals. First, multilocus genotypes (micro satellites) were obtained from samples collected via remote biopsy and live capture-release efforts to represent source stocks; specifically, the BB BSE ( Fig. 1 ) and the adjacent western coastal stock. Genetic assignment tests were not attempted for strandings in the Western Louisiana region or the East region because sampling of potential baseline populations has not been done. The identified multilocus genotypes for both stocks were used as a baseline for comparison to perform a genetic stock assignment using available samples 254 Fig. 1 . Reported locations of strandings of common bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus with (yellow crosses) and without (blue dots) additional information about stock of origin (i.e. either genetic assignment, stable isotopes, photo-ID or genetic ID). Analysis regions are shown, together with total strandings per region and approximate region boundaries (thick black lines). Approximate bay, sound and estuary (BSE) stock boundaries are shown as dot-dashed lines, with the location of the Barataria Bay (BB) and Mississippi Sound (MS) stocks indicated from dolphins that stranded near BB (Rosel et al. 2017, this Theme Section) . Second, stable isotope ratio (SIR) data were obtained from samples collected via remote biopsy from putative source stocks in both inshore and coastal waters near BB and Mississippi Sound (MS) (Fig. 1) ; SIR of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur were used to perform an isotope-based stock assignment for fresh dead or moderately decomposed stranded animals between western Louisiana and Choctawhatchee Bay, Florida, for which frozen skin had been collected (Hohn et al. 2017, this Theme Section) . Samples used in the training datasets for the genetic assignment tests and stable isotope analysis were collected in geographically distinct locations that excluded areas of likely stock overlap. For ex ample, samples representing the BB estuarine stock were collected within BB, and samples representing the coastal stock adjacent to BB were collected no closer than 2 km from shore. Third, photographic identification (photo-ID) matching was attempted by comparing photographs of dorsal fins from dead, stranded animals that were of sufficient quality (e.g. not too decomposed) to photo-ID catalogs available from the BB and MS estuarine stocks (Melancon et al. 2011) . Last, genetic data including microsatellite, sex and mitochondrial DNA sequences were used to search for 'genetic' matches between the stranded and previously biopsied animals (as in Rosel et al. 2017) . There was an attempt to collect all 4 sources of information wherever possible, but practical constraints such as carcass decomposition and sampling logistics meant that the majority of strandings were not suitable for these analyses; for those that were analyzed and did have additional information, more than half had information from 2 or more sources, but very few had all 4 (see Table 1 ).
Here, we present a Bayesian hierarchical model (Parent & Rivot 2012) for combining the sources of data. Our model represents the information from each data source for each animal in a flexible way (using a finite mixture of beta distributions); this information is then combined by weighting each data source using a measure of the precision of the estimates from that source (the effective sample size, Morita et al. 2008) . The model was fitted to animals for which additional data were available, and then used to infer the stock of animals for which there was no additional information. The underlying assumption for the current study was that the probability of being from the coastal or BSE stock was the same for sampled versus unsampled dolphins. This approach represents a general method for the objective integration of multiple sources of information where there is uncertainty associated with each source. We applied the model to dolphin stranding data collected between May 2010 and June 2014 to make joint inferences about the proportion of strandings from coastal versus BSE stocks in 3 regions affected by the oil spill.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hierarchical model for combining information
Basic model
Let N be the number of stranded animals recorded, of which N a have additional information about the stock of the animal, and N b do not, so N = N a + N b . Let n = n a + n b be the unknown number of these that come from the coastal stock (where n a is the number of coastal animals with additional information and n b is the number without). Our inference goal is to estimate the proportion of coastal animals, which we denote p, where p = n/N, and hence the proportion of BSE animals is 1 − p. The model is shown as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in Fig. 2 .
For each of the N a individuals, there are up to M pieces of additional information. In the current study, M = 4, with potential information from genetic assignment, SIR assignment, photo-ID matching and genetic-ID matching. Each piece of information is in the form of a distribution on the probability that the animal is from the coastal stock, p ij (where i indexes the individual and j indexes the data source). We use a distribution because there is uncertainty associated with each information source about the stock assignment probability, particularly for the genetic assignment and SIR sources. For the moment, we assume this uncertainty can be expressed in the form of a beta distribution (we will relax this assumption in the next subsection), so that:
where α ij and β ij are derived from the additional information and are assumed known. We wish to combine the multiple sources of information for each animal (where multiple sources are available), to obtain an ensemble estimate of p i : the probability that the i th animal is coastal. To do this, we model p i as a weighted sum of the p ij components, so that p i has a mixture distribution with density:
where ƒ(p;θ) denotes the probability density function (pdf) of the random variable p, with parameter vector θ, and π ij denotes the mixing weights (which sum over j to 1); these weights should reflect how much information is contained in each data source about p i . A natural weight would be the precision (i.e. the inverse variance); however, the precision of a beta distribution is not independent of the mean (precision is lowest at p = 0.5, and increases as p ap proaches 0 or 1). This could potentially cause issues with more extreme estimates of p getting larger weights, just because they are closer to 0 or 1. Instead, we use the effective sample size (ESS; Morita et al. 2008) , which is a measure of precision that is independent of p. For a beta distribution, the ESS is α + β, leading to weights:
(the denominator ensures the weights for each animal sum to 1). For those animals for which a particular data type is not available, the corresponding α ij and β ij are set to zero. This has the effect of making the π ij = 0 and hence information from that data type does not enter the mixture. In practice, results are computed using posterior simulation (see 'Application of the hierarchical model' below). To facilitate sampling from the mixture distribution, the model is augmented with a latent allocation vector c, such that each element of c takes an integer value between 1 and M, indicating which of the data sources to use in the mixture. To create the mixture given in Eq. (2), we set:
and then:
This means that, on average, a proportion of the simulated values of π i1 will come from mixture component 1, π i2 from mixture component 2, etc. Hence, the relative values of the ESS for each data source govern the amount of influence that each data source has on the combined distribution of probability of being coastal for each stranded animal.
To estimate n a (i.e. the number of stranded animals with additional information that come from the coastal stock), we assume the stock status of each of the N a animals is a binary random variable, x i with value 0 if BSE and 1 if coastal, and that:
so:
Lastly, we need an estimate of n b (the number of stranded animals without additional information that come from the coastal stock). To do this, we make the mild assumption that animals with and without additional information have the same distributions of probability of being coastal (see the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/n033p253_supp.pdf for more details, and alternative approaches that require stronger assumptions). For each of the n b animals without additional information, we model the probability of being coastal as an unweighted mixture of the probability of being coastal for animals with additional information: (7) where k indexes individual (k = 1,…,N b ) (Analogous to the animals with additional information, we implement this mixture by defining a latent allocation vector, which we denote d, where each element of d takes a value between 1 and N a , indicating which of the N a animals with additional information distribution of p to use:
where all ν take the value 1/N a , and then:
Again analogous to the animals with additional information, we assume stock status of each of the N b animals without additional information is a binary random variable, y j with value 0 if BSE and 1 if coastal, and that:
(11)
Extended model
In practice, we found that a beta distribution did not fit the empirical distribution of probability of being coastal (i.e. p ij ) for some data sources and animals. This was apparent because the empirical distribution often had a lower variance than expected from a beta distribution with the same mean, and in some cases was even bi-modal. We therefore extended the basic model to allow p ij to be a finite mixture of beta distributions: (12) where l ij is the number of mixture components, each component having parameters α ijh and β ijh , and mixture weighting ρ ijh where Σ lij h =1 ρ ijh = 1. The DAG corresponding to this extended model is shown in Fig. 3 . The ESS for the mixture is
As with the other mixture distributions in the model, we implemented this extension via data augmentation, this time defining an N a times M matrix E, where each element, e ij , takes a value from 1 to l ij indicating which of the l ij mixture components to use:
Application to GoM strandings data
We fit the above model to strandings and associated data collected in the area inhabited by 10 BSE stocks and 2 coastal stocks (Fig. 1) . For the purposes of analysis, these stocks were aggregated into 3 regions (shown on Fig. 1 Here, we describe each of the additional datasets, and the analyses performed on them to yield distributions on p ij (i.e. the probability of being coastal). Unless noted otherwise, analyses were performed in R version 3.2.0 (R Core Team 2015).
Genetic assignment data
Genetic assignment aims to identify the origin of individuals sampled from a mixture of genetically distinct populations (Manel et al. 2005) . A complete description of the collection, processing and initial analysis of the genetic assignment data used here is given in Rosel et al. (2017) . In summary, biopsy samples from putative source populations were collected from live animals in Barataria Bay (representing the BB stock) and adjacent coastal waters greater than 2 km from shore (representing the coastal stock); DNA was extracted from these samples and genotyped at 41 microsatellite loci. Microsatellite data were used as input to a genetic assignment analysis, using the software ONCOR (Kalinowski et al. 2007 ). Three genetically distinct groups were identified: Barataria Bay Estuary (BBE), Barataria Bay Island (BBI) and coastal. This assignment scheme was then applied to genetic samples taken from dolphins stranded along the barrier islands in the estuarine waters of Barataria Bay, yielding estimated probabilities of each stranded dolphin falling in the BBE, BBI and coastal groups (where the probabilities sum to 1). For our purposes, the BBE and BBI probabilities were summed to yield probability of being from a BSE stock (the 3 groups were initially identified to improve genetic assignment; see Rosel et al. 2017) .
The ONCOR software is limited in that it does not produce estimates of uncertainty in the genetic assignment probabilities. Recall that a distribution of the probability of being from the coastal stock is required as an input to the hierarchical data-combining model. We therefore employed a stratified nonparametric bootstrap, resampling with replacement from individuals within the baseline dataset, but keeping the number of animals in each of the 3 distinct groups constant. This stratified scheme was similar to the original data collection, where separate sampling was performed on bay and coastal populations (although the existence of 2 genetically distinct populations within the bay was not known at that time, so no within-bay stratification was performed). Each of these resampled datasets was then used to construct a new assignment scheme in ONCOR, and a new set of assignment probabilities for stranded animals was generated. This produced an empirical distribution of the probability of being coastal (and, conversely, of being BSE) for each stranded animal in the dataset. We used 1000 resamples. The empirical distribution was then fitted to a beta distribution, using maximum likelihood, to produce a parametric distribution of assignment probabilities that could be used in the subsequent hierarchical analysis. However, we found that the empirical distribution of assignment probabilities for some animals was bimodal with a mode at 0 or 1 (indicating certainty the animals were BSE or coastal, respectively), and another mode away from the boundary, a shape that cannot be matched by a simple beta distribution. Therefore, for each stranded animal, we fitted a simple beta, and also a 2-point mixture of beta distributions (Eq. 12, with l ij = 2), and selected the model with lowest Akaike information criterion value (Akaike 2014) . To increase robustness when fitting, we replaced bootstrap resample estimates of p ij that were 0 with 1 × 10 −10
, and 1 with 1 − 1 × 10 −10
; we also constrained the fitting such that α ijh + β ijh ≤ 10 000 -values this high represent a spike at 0 or 1. In cases where the 2 point mixture fitting did not converge, we used the 1-point model. Examination of the selected model for each animal showed that all fit the data well, so further extension to a 3-point mixture was not required.
SIR data
Habitat preferences and prey selection variations for common bottlenose dolphins in estuarine and coastal environments in the study area lead to different SIR signatures between these groups (Barros et al. 2010) ; hence, analysis of SIRs from carcasses can be used to identify recent habitat preferences for each dolphin, which may be used to infer stock (for more detail see Hohn et al. 2017) ; the data and analyses used here are described fully in Hohn et al. (2017) . In summary, a training dataset of carbon, nitrogen and sulphur SIRs (δ 13 C, δ 15 N and δ 34 S respectively) was created using biopsy samples from dolphins sampled within de fined stock areas in Louisiana and Mississippi (including estuarine, barrier island and coastal) and assumed to represent those stocks. A classification tree was constructed using binary partition analysis ('rpart' library in R v.4.1.10; Therneau et al. 2015) with candidate discrete variable region (East or West -the latter being a combination of the W and WL regions used here) and continuous variables δ S. The constructed classification tree was then applied to stranded animals for which SIR data were available, yielding an estimate of probability of being coastal for each sample. Estimates of the distribution of assignment probabilities were derived using a stratified nonparametric bootstrap (called 'bagging' in the binary partition literature; e.g. Sutton 2005), resampling 1000 times with replacement from individuals within the training dataset while keeping the same number of estuarine, barrier island and coastal animals in each region (East and West), and each time re-creating the regression tree and re-applying the tree to the stranded-animal data. The empirical distribution of probability of being coastal for each stranded animal was fitted to a beta mixture distribution using the same methods as applied to the genetic assignment data.
Photo-and genetic-ID data
Photographic catalogs exist for some BSE populations (McDonald et al. 2017 ) (but no coastal populations) in the study area, and these were searched in cases where adequate dorsal fin photographs existed for the stranded animals (many carcasses were too decomposed for accurate photo-identification). Where a match was made, the stranded animal was assigned a probability distribution of being coastal, p ij~b eta (1, 9999), equivalent to assuming that it is almost certain the animal is not coastal (allowing for a small mis-identification error).
Likewise, the genotypic data from 19 microsatellite loci, the sex and the mitochondrial DNA control region sequence of stranded animals from an area slightly broader than the BB study area were compared to the same datasets collected from the biopsied dolphins sampled in BB and adjacent coastal waters. Where a stranded animal matched a livesampled animal in all 3 genetic datasets, the stranded animal was assigned a probability distribution of being coastal, p ij~b eta(1, 9999), similar to the photo-ID matches.
Note that no catalog exists for either data source for coastal populations (apart from the biopsied animals, which represent a very small fraction of the total population), and hence the chance of identifying matches to the coastal stock with these data sources is close to zero. Also, animals where a match was attempted but none found were treated identically to those where no match was attempted. These factors potentially bias the results in favor of BSE assignments. We therefore ran our analyses with and without these data sources (see 'Discussion' for an alternative approach).
Application of the hierarchical model
The hierarchical model was fitted separately to each of the 3 regions (E, W, and WL) and was fitted twice in each region, once using all 4 sources of additional data and once using only the genetic assignment and SIR data.
Model fitting was performed using the software JAGS v.3.3.0 (Plummer 2012) (via the R library 'R2jags'). JAGS implements Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, although for this model all that is required is the ability to simulate from beta and categorical distributions. Arbitrary starting values were used, and a burn-in of 1000 iterations (very fast convergence was observed), after which 100 000 iterations were undertaken with thinning by 10, meaning that 10 000 iterations were used for inference. The reported estimates are the mean of the simulated values; Monte Carlo error was essentially negligible (results are accurate to at least 3 significant figures).
RESULTS
Strandings and additional data
A total of 932 strandings were recorded in the study region: 521, 335 and 76 respectively from the E, W and WL regions (Fig. 1 ). Of these, 366 (approx. 39%) had one or more sources of additional information (Table 1 , Fig. S1 in the Supplement at www. int-res. com/articles/suppl/n033p253_supp.pdf): 129 with genetic assignment data (all from the W region), 217 with SIR data, 212 with attempted photo-ID matches and 175 with attempted genetic-ID matches (all from the W region). However, as stated previously, only successful photo-ID and genetic-ID matches were used in the analysis; after excluding unsuccessful matches there were 300 animals with one or more sources of additional information. For the analysis using only genetic assignment and SIR data there were 290 animals with one or both data types.
Genetic assignment data
A total of 140 biopsy and live capture-release samples from BB and adjacent coastal waters were used to build the genetic assignment in ONCOR; this was then applied to the 129 stranded animals for which genetic data had been collected (see Rosel et al. 2017 for details). The mean estimated probability of being from the coastal stock, -p. 1 , was 0.062 (the dot subscript is because we are averaging over stranded individuals and the 1 is because genetic assignment data are data source 1).
The bootstrap resampled estimates fell into 2 almost equal groups: those (64/129) where almost all bootstrap resamples had a very low p i1 (< 0.1), indicating high confidence that the animal was not from the coastal stock, and those (65/129) where at least some bootstrap resample estimate of p i1 were higher (> 0.1), indicating some uncertainty in assignment. This is illustrated in Fig. S2 in the Supplement, which shows bootstrap distributions of p i1 for se lected individuals. The mean of the bootstrap estimates (i.e. mean over bootstraps and individuals) was 0.046 and the mean standard deviation (SD; i.e. mean over individuals of the SD of p i1 calculated within individuals using the bootstrap replicates) was 0.072. Fig. S2 also shows the fit of the beta distributions to the bootstrap resamples: for 71 (55%) animals the 1-point mixture was chosen and for 58 (45%), the 2-point was chosen. Mean and SD of p i1 were 0.046 and 0.070, nearly identical to the bootstrap values, emphasizing the closeness of the fit. The mean ESS, i.e. mean over stranded animals of Σ lij h -1 ρ ijh (α ijh + β ijh ), was 4302, with median 1183. There was a strong relationship be tween the estimated p i1 and the ESS (see Fig. S3 in the Supplement): very low values of p i1 had very spiked distributions and hence high ESS, while larger values of p i1 had flatter distributions and hence lower ESS. This means that for those animals for which there is strong evidence they are not from the coastal stock, the genetic assignment data will be weighted heavily if other data are available, while for those for which there is less certainty, the weighting will be less.
SIR data
A total of 205 remote biopsy and live capturerelease samples from BB, MS, and adjacent coastal waters were used to build the binary partition, which was then applied to the 217 stranded animals for which SIR data had been collected (see Hohn et al. 2017 for details). Three of the 4 candidate variables (Region, δ 13 C and δ 34 S) were selected, with the first split being on δ 34 S (high values indicating coastal) and 4 subsequent partitions (6 terminal nodes, i.e. 6 distinct values that could be assigned to p i 2 ). The correct classification rate on the training dataset was 80%. For stranded animals, the mean estimated probability of being from the coastal stock, -p ·2 , was 0.172. This is higher than that for the genetic assignment data, but many of the animals are different and the geographic area covered was larger.
The bootstrap distributions of p i 2 for each animal were generally more dispersed than for the genetic assignment data, with few animals being assigned extreme values (either 0 or 1) in many resamples. A representative selection is shown in Fig. S4 in the Supplement. The mean of the bootstrap estimates was 0.247 and the mean SD 0.172. There was considerable regional variation: the bootstrap means for strandings in the E, W and WL regions were 0.216, 0.176 and 0.642 respectively.
As with the genetic assignment data, the beta distributions fit the bootstrap resamples very well (examples shown in Fig. S4 ): the mean and SD from the beta fits was 0.247 and 0.177 respectively -very close to those from the bootstrap. The 2-point mixture was chosen in the majority (191/217) of cases. The mean ESS was 49.9 and median 33.5; these values are approximately 2 orders of magnitude less than for the genetic assignment data. As with the genetic assignment data, the ESS was higher for values of p i 2 closer to zero (Fig. S5 in the Supplement). Photo-and genetic-ID data Of the 212 strandings for which photographic matches were sought, matches were found for 38: 10 in the E and 28 in the W region. For the genetic-ID data, 175 stranded animals from the W region were compared to animals biopsied in the West region and 5 were positively matched.
Consistency among data sources
There were 73 animals with additional data from more than one data source (using just positive matches rather than all trials for photo-and genetic-ID data). Within animals, the probability of being from the coastal stock, p ij , was generally consistent among sources, with only 12 (approx. 15%) having a difference of more than 0.2 between any pair of data sources (see Table S1 in the Supplement; the value 0.2 was chosen arbitrarily). In 10 cases, these were animals with a low probability of being coastal from genetic assignment (and, in 2 cases, photo-ID), but a higher probability from SIR assignment; these animals were all given high genetic assignment probability of being from BBI group rather than BBE group (Table S1 ). For the remaining 2 cases, estimated probabilities of being coastal from genetic assignment were 0.27 and 0.31, but the bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (percentile method) were 0 to 0.99, indicating very large uncertainty on the genetic assignment.
Combined inference from hierarchical model
Estimates of the proportion of coastal stock animals, p, by region are shown in Table 2 . There is a clear difference between regions, with the West region having the lowest p (0.06), East next lowest (0.21) and western Louisiana the highest (0.65). As expected, the estimates of p are higher when photoand genetic-ID data are included than without these data sources, but the difference is less than 15% for all regions. Precision in all cases is good, with coefficients of variation between 11 and 26%.
DISCUSSION
Our hierarchical model for combining probability distributions from multiple sources, weighting by ESS, is very general: it can be thought of as a generalized precision-weighted average. In constructing the model and deriving the input distributions we used minimal assumptions. The model allows us to have a different distribution of the probability of being coastal for each animal, and to make inferences about dolphins that do not have additional information by sampling at random from those that do, i.e. we assume that animals are 'exchangeable'. Input distributions for the genetic assignment and SIR data sources were derived using a nonparametric bootstrap, which assumes that the animals in the remote biopsy datasets from putative source populations are representative of that population and are sampled independently, followed by a flexible semiparametric method (finite mixtures) to obtain a form that can be used by the hierarchical model. We analyzed the data in 3 geographic regions, allowing for regional variation in stock structure.
Our method uses a 2-stage approach: first, separate analyses are performed on each dataset, and second, the results of these analyses are combined. This approach has the advantage that it allows specialist software and methods to be applied to each dataset, such as the use of ONCOR for the genetic assignment, and binary classification for stable isotope Table 2 . Estimated proportion of stranded animals (p) from the coastal stock of common bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus by region, with associated standard error (SE), coefficient of variation (CV) and 95% credible interval (CI). Columns labelled '4 data sources' were derived by combining genetic assignment, stable isotope ratio, photo-ID and genetic-ID data; columns labelled '2 data sources' were derived from the genetic assignment and stable isotope ratio data only -these latter estimates are considered more reliable (see 'Discussion') analysis. These analyses can generally be led by the scientists with expertise in each dataset. On the other hand, the question of how to weight the different results arises at the second stage. An alternative would be a 1-stage approach, where the primary data analyses are integrated into a unified hierarchical model. The true stock of each animal would be a latent state, just as in our current model, but our beta-mixture observation model would be replaced by a much more complex model specific to each dataset, describing how that dataset contributes information about stock. Model construction and estimation would be more complex (and likely led by a statistician rather than subject matter expert), but the requirement for weighting may be alleviated. Note, however, that integrated models are common in other fields, such as fisheries, and questions of data weighting remain (e.g. Francis 2011) . One reason to use weightings in this context is if there are thought to be other, un-modelled sources of error, or other subjective reasons to favor one source of data over another. Overall, we feel that given the application, our approach is a good compromise between overly simple (just using 1 dataset, or taking an un weighted average) and overly complex (an integrated 1-stage method). We chose to use ESS as the basis for precision weighting. Our measure of ESS for the standard beta distribution is standard; on the other hand, there is no standard measure for beta mixtures. We took a weighted average of the mixture components, but this has the disadvantage of producing high ESS values when each beta component is spiked, even if the overall distribution is strongly multimodal and therefore quite uninformative about the parameter of interest. Alternative measures of ESS could be investigated, such as the approach of Morita et al. (2008 Morita et al. ( , 2012 , which is based on finding the number of observations required to obtain a posterior distribution close to the specified prior, starting from a maximally uninformative prior distribution.
We assume that all of the data sources and associated analyses give unbiased information on the animals' stock of origin. This requires that the putative source stock datasets contain animals that were correctly assigned to stock, that the data source is informative about stock origin and that the analysis methods are unbiased. These issues are discussed by Rosel et al. (2017) for genetic assignment, and Hohn et al. (2017) for SIR. One concern, in particular, is that SIR data tell us where animals have been foraging over the past few weeks to months (Browning et al. 2014 , Giménez et al. 2016 , not necessarily from where they originated (Hohn et al. 2017) . For example, in 10 cases, animals that were assigned via genetics to the BSE population with high probability had stable isotope signatures more indicative of a coastal stock animal (see Table S1 in the Supplement). These animals genetically were assigned to the BSE population in BB that prefers the inshore waters around the barrier islands separating BB from coastal waters. From satellite telemetry of dolphins in BB, Wells et al. (2017) found ranging patterns defining 3 patterns of habitat use. Overall, while dolphins occasionally entered Gulf coastal waters, most remained within BB. As with the genetic data, 1 group of dolphins was strongly associated with the barrier islands. The average maximum distance from shore for the BB island-associated dolphins was 1.75 km with a maximum distance of 4.2 km from shore. These movements, while not migration, would result in assimilation of the coastal isotopic signature in the skin sample if the dolphins had recently fed on fish of a more coastal origin during these trips into nearshore coastal waters. However, their genetic signature indicates that, evolutionarily, they originate from the estuarine stock of dolphins and not the coastal stock. We note that SIR data had, on average, a lower ESS than genetic assignment, indicating lower precision, perhaps partly as a result of this ambiguity.
Photo-ID and genetic-ID matches are more opportunistic sources of data. Matches between stranded carcasses and previously photographed or biopsied live dolphins are rare, but when a positive match is found it can offer some confirmation of the stock of origin for that individual carcass. As a result (and noted in the 'Materials and methods'), the photoand genetic-ID data likely bias the result away from coastal and towards BSE assignments, which was problematic for this analysis. We therefore consider the analysis excluding these data sources to be more reliable, and only genetic assignment and SIR data were used in the final analysis. One issue with the photo-and genetic-ID data was that we did not use information about when a match was attempted but none was found -to use this requires additional information, as follows. If we use the notation C for coastal, C' for not coastal (i.e. BSE), M for a match and M' for no match then, using Bayes' rule: (14) (C' given M') = (M' given C') (C') (M' given C') (C') + (M' given C) (C) (M' given C') (C') (M' given C') (C') + 1 (C)
where P (M' given C') is the probability of no match given a BSE animal, which will be a function of the proportion of the BSE stock in the catalog and the false negative rate of the matching, and P(C) and P(C') are the a priori probability of the stranded animal being from the coastal and BSE stock, respectively. These could conceivably come from prior distributions on coastal and BSE stock sizes, mortality rates, stranding and reporting probabilities. However, since stock-specific mortality rate is the reason for attempting to divide strandings into stock in the first place, it only makes sense to attempt such an analysis in the context of a much larger, integrated analysis of mortality and stranding, something for which we did not have resources during the damage assessment process. Instead, we elected not to use the photo-and genetic-ID data, losing some precision in our estimates of stock structure of stranded animals, but without introducing any bias. Our assumption that animals with additional data have the same probability of being from coastal versus BSE stocks as those without is broadly plausible. It is possible that animals from the coastal stock, which have farther to travel before stranding, would tend to be more decomposed and so less likely to be amenable to collection of additional data; however, decomposition mainly affected the ability to undertake photo-ID, and had less effect on the genetic assignment and stable isotope data used here. A possible bias in the other direction is that BSE animals may have a higher tendency to strand in remote locations and remain undetected.
We found that the proportion of stranded animals from the coastal stock was low (0.07) in the West region, moderate in the East (0.22) and high in western Louisiana (0.65). The higher value for western Louisiana is not surprising given that all strandings recovered were from the ocean side of the beaches, and there is very little estuarine habitat including only one small estuarine stock in Lake Calcasieu in far western Louisiana (Waring et al. 2015 ). In contrast, both the West and East regions sustain relatively large BSE stocks, with abundance estimates of > 2000 dolphins for BB in the West region (McDonald et al. 2017) , and > 3000 dolphins for MS in the East region (Mullin et al. unpubl.) . However, while the MS BSE stock is relatively large, the sound is a semiopen embayment, and prior observations of seasonal fluctuations in dolphin abundance have led to the hypothesis that members of the adjacent northern coastal stock may periodically enter the BSE waters, where they could potentially die and strand. This may account for the higher proportion of coastal stock assignments for the East versus West region strandings.
Ultimately, the probabilities calculated by our model were used to apportion strandings to the appropriate coastal or BSE stock within the Deepwater Horizon oil spill footprint; the number of strandings that were in excess of expected, and presumed to be attributable to the oil spill, was estimated for each stock (DWH MMIQT 2015) . The excess strandings were then scaled to estimate overall excess mortality using stock-specific probabilities for beaching and recovery estimated using a combination of modeling approaches (described in DWH MMIQT 2015). Of the 2 coastal stocks, the northern coastal stock experienced the greater number of mortalities, estimated at 3202 dolphins (DWH MMIQT 2015), partially due to the higher estimated probability of stranded animals being from the coastal stock for the East region. However, also contributing to the greater number of mortalities for the northern coastal stock was the high number of strandings tallied from across the East region (Fig. 1) ; all carcasses from this region classified as coastal were attributed to the northern coastal stock. The relatively large effect on this coastal stock is not surprising given that the majority of the range of the northern coastal stock intersects with the DWH oil spill footprint. Conversely, the estimated number of mortalities for the Western Coastal stock, which has relatively small overlap with the DWH oil spill footprint, was only 238 dolphins (DWH MMIQT 2015) .
